Imagine a student using an intelligent tutoring system. A researcher records the correctness and time of each of your attempts at solving a math problem, nothing more. With no names, no birth dates, no connections to the school, you would think it impossible to track the answers back to the class. Yet, class sections have been identified with no more data than this. This paper recounts shocking episodes where educational data was used to re-identify individual students, build profiles on students, and commit fraud. We look at the ethical principles that underlie privacy as it relates to research data, and discuss ethical issues in data mining relating to social networks and big data. We explore four major types of data used in EDM: (i) clickstream data, (ii) student-interaction data, (iii) evaluative data, and (iv) demographic data. Each type of data can be harmful if disclosed in particular contexts, even if all personally identifiable information is removed. We consider laws and legal precedents controlling access to student data in the United States and the European Union. This paper concludes by describing some practical situations in EDM and suggesting privacy policies that satisfy the ethical concerns raised earlier in the paper.
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1. OUR DATA ARE MORE THAN VALUABLE
Educational data mining (EDM) analyzes student data from Learning Management Systems (LMSs) and stand-alone educational applications. Educational technology (EdTech) vendors use student data to analyze student performance, improve student models, and discover opportunities to boost learning. Any EdTech data breach or unjustified student tracking infringes student privacy, generates huge controversy, and produces big headlines. The ability to create auxiliary connections with other known information makes data valuable to both hackers and researchers. EDM researchers need to understand privacy risks raised by sensitive data.

1.1 Privacy risks of educational data breaches
One of the biggest leaks of student data was the Edmodo data breach. Edmodo is an EdTech company that provides coaching tools and a collaborative platform for K-12 students and teachers to communicate about course content, quizzes and assignments. The breach involved 11.7 gigabytes of data and over 77 million uniquely identifiable users, exposing at least 50 million usernames and 29 million emails. Edmodo did acknowledge the breach’s occurrence, but by that time data was being sold by the hackers on the black market [9]. The breach was important, not because of the inherent value of the data itself, but rather because of how the data could be connected with auxiliary datasets. Having a list of hashed passwords is not useful; knowing that people tend to reuse passwords exposes other systems to greater risk. Leaking names and email addresses also left the students at greater risk of identification or additional tracking. Since other breaches or publicly available datasets reveal personal information such as addresses or ethnicity, they can be cross-referenced to the leaked data to reveal a more complete identity. Companies shy away from controversy when it places their product or service at risk, and victims tend to not come forward, lest they sacrifice their privacy. It is important to take these breaches seriously, as any data leaked by research projects or products has more value now than before this large data breach.

Let’s examine other educational data breaches. At Torrey Pines High School in San Diego, California, the online grading system was hacked to alter students’ grades and transcripts [17]. This incident highlights risks like grade changes by unauthorized parties. In Montgomery County, Maryland, a student performed a brute-force attack on Naviance, an online platform for college and career readiness. The attack exposed sensitive data from 5962 accounts, including names,
addresses, phone numbers, GPA, and SAT scores [12], that students trust will remain private and protected.

In the last two years, Chinese media have reported several cases where students’ personal information, including their national identity card number, was stolen or leaked. Companies then used students’ identities as phantom employees for tax fraud [7-8]. One of the saddest cases related to an educational data breach occurred in 2016. After the national college entrance exam, a criminal group hacked a local university application system and acquired students’ personal information, including phone numbers. The perpetrators posed as financial-aid officers then contacted students, asking them to transfer money into specified accounts before their financial aid could be delivered. One student contacted, Yuyu Xu, died from sudden cardiac arrest after discovering that it was a fraud [6].

1.2 De-identification is not enough

In a 2005 contest to devise better movie-recommendation systems, Netflix released 10 million movie rankings by 500,000 customers after removing all direct customer-related information. Two University of Texas researchers showed that simple anonymization fails to preserve privacy; researchers connected anonymized Netflix dataset entries with distinct users in the Internal Movie Database [43]. Similar risks are present in anonymized datasets used for EDM research.

Another compromise of anonymized data occurred when the “Tastes, Ties, and Time” (T3) project released de-identified Facebook profile data. All personally identifiable data was removed, such as names, email addresses, university name, and names of friends. However, the dataset’s associated code book provided a list of students’ majors and state or country of origin. Within a couple of days, researchers at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee identified the “anonymous northeastern university” as Harvard. This raised significant privacy concerns as research assistants at Harvard University who were “friends” with some students in question, had deeper access to profiles than the general public. Both the Harvard IRB and Facebook had approved the project [69].

In one case, researchers collected clickstream data from multiple classrooms across the country instead of personally identifiable information (PII) or demographic data about an individual student. They created clusters of students from log files, recording time and correctness of students’ responses. These clusters were used to identify classes of gifted students and extract demographic data about student groups [67]. When one cluster missed a day’s worth of work, the researchers cross-referenced potential classrooms with announcements of a field trip. This resulted in a single classroom being identified using only anonymized data.

Common de-identification techniques include: Anonymization, where all PII is simply removed from the dataset; hashing, where multiple fields (e.g., last name and email address) are hashed into a single value, and replace the original fields in the record; swapping, where some field, such as a name, is switched to apply to someone else’s record; and noising, where data values are perturbed (changed) in some way [37]. These common de-identification techniques can have adverse effects on data quality [14]. Protecting students’ privacy by removing re-identifiable attributes from data can reduce the data’s utility for analysis [67]. Noising data can diminish performances of supervised learning models [44]. Despite not changing aggregations, swapping has similar effects [41]. Thus, it is crucial to balance privacy with utility. Ohm (2009) warns that “the utility and privacy of data are linked, and so long as data is useful, even in the slightest, then it is also potentially re-identifiable” [17].

Building profiles for targeted advertising also endangers student data privacy. Data can be collected by amassing emails or system interactions, like websites visited. Students can be identified and targeted on the basis of their answering patterns, e.g., what questions they answered correctly. Google, which provides the educational content platform GSuite for Education, has been alleged to have built personalized profiles of students based on their GSuite interactions, and to have scanned students’ emails to target advertising [23-28]. Selling the data to third-party vendors without consent would raise severe ethical questions.

In these cases, students’ identities and information were used or revealed without explicit permission, undermining the idea of consent. Although releasing someone’s homework grade or test score seems trivial, researchers need clear understanding of what constitutes legal and ethical usage of student data so students remain protected while the EDM research efforts continue into noble frontiers.

2. ETHICAL PRINCIPLES RELATING TO EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH DATA

Deciding what constitutes “responsible use” bridges research ethics and other ethics subfields. Each field emphasizes different aspects of the research process. As with any ethical discussion, clarifications of these terms and new realizations of technologies causes these principles to evolve to reflect the state of EDM research. Several analyses have looked at key principles in a more abstract form [48-51, 59], but these works are too broad to answer specific questions. This paper seeks to highlight key principles from each subfield and applications to specific areas of EDM research.

2.1 Research ethics

Much of the literature on research ethics derives from the Nuremberg Code [54], the Helsinki Declaration [2], and the Belmont Report [15-25, 65]. But the Belmont report lacks specifics on internet-mediated research [1]. The Menlo Report [4] extends principles from the Belmont Report to computing-centric research. It adopts three principles found within the original Belmont Report, and adds a new fourth principle, respect for law and public interest.

2.1.1 Respect for Persons

The Belmont Report establishes the principle of respect for persons through two key frames: treating individuals as autonomous agents and entitling individuals to protections [65]. The Menlo Report adds consideration of computer systems and data that directly impact people who are typically not research subjects themselves [4]. This impacts the concept of informed consent. Informed consent comprises three
The Menlo Report reiterates consent from one person does not constitute consent from all members of their group, and consent given for one research purpose should not be considered valid for different purposes. Since data subjects are co-owners of educational data, concepts such as downstream consent should be considered for applications like educational data warehouses. To further protect individuals, the Menlo Report suggests de-identification of data. De-identified data can fit into the special regulatory category of "pre-existing public data," which affords more opportunity for exemptions granted by research ethics boards.

### 2.1.2 Beneficence

For identifying of potential harms and benefits, the Menlo Report targets systems assurance (confidentiality, availability, integrity) and individual and organizational privacy. Within EDM, this means identifying likely flaws or biases in ITSs prior to deployment or introducing protections for model inference and model inversion attacks.

When collection or storage of high-risk data is necessary, the Menlo Report suggests to destroy data once past the retention period of scientific reproducibility, which is commonly 3 years at minimum. A tension exists between data retention for research replication and ensuring privacy of data subjects, which will be discussed further in section 3.2. Utilizing data aggregations prevents the need to store sensitive information that could tie back to a specific student or class.

### 2.1.3 Justice

With regard to justice, the Menlo Report declares research should not target specific people or groups based on attributes such as technical competency or personal demographics. For EDM researchers creating some model or product, this discourages using convenience samples such as classrooms the researcher worked with previously. Instead, research should target classrooms or groups of students where the potential intervention provides the most benefit. Using prior data providing an accurate cross-section of the larger community being studied is more favorable than potentially excluding future groups from participation.

The Menlo Report compares actively excluding groups out of prejudice and actively including entities willing to cooperate and consent. Including entities demonstrates the principles of Respect for Persons and Beneficence outlined earlier. Specifically targeting subjects through coercion undermines legitimate research and violates the principle of Justice.

### 2.1.4 Respect for Law and Public Interest

The Belmont Report implicitly classifies respect for the law and greater public interest as an aspect of Beneficence. The Menlo Report considers it a fourth principle with two applications: compliance and transparency/accountability.

These provide some assurance of public good whenever identifying stakeholders is difficult or impossible. Lacking transparency and accountability weakens current research projects at hand and learning analytics research credibility as a whole.

Within EDM research, compliance, transparency, and accountability all require researchers to understand relevant laws in their jurisdictions. Researchers are culpable for being up-to-date on laws and regulations where they perform research. Transparency means releasing source code or clearly communicating what information is collected and what computations are performed. Transparency is in the interest of research subjects, the beneficiaries of research, and research ethics boards as they audit projects where necessary.

### 2.2 Social networks and ethics

With a growing level of research incorporating data directly from social networks, EDM must consider the various ethical principles guiding online behaviors. The disconnect of individuals from online identities must be considered while using social networking data and its derivations. Seeing incomplete aspects of an individual’s personal life through their social network lens affects and alters the perception of them.

Users curate their identities in an online setting. Some students may only use social network services to communicate within specific spheres like family, workplaces, or friends. Students’ online actions and behaviors may not truly reflect themselves as learners, but as reflections of the sphere they are in. Social networks have distinct group dynamics, similar to the real world, further complicating the trustworthiness profiles provide as a snapshot of the student. In theory, social network users should be exposed to opinions of diverse worldwide users, but in practice, views and news feed algorithms constrict types of content users see. In online settings, users tend to subjugate their identities to the group identity they participate in (e.g., student, liberal, conservative, Christian, Muslim), in order to conform to the group. With these considerations in mind, this may devalue the student’s social network presence to the point where social network data may lack enough integrity to be used.

Some broad concerns with using social network data include availability of users’ data to third parties to create marketing profiles, using data mining applications without their knowledge or consent, surveillance by law enforcement, or having third party applications collect and publish user data without notification. Social networking services provide privacy controls for users; however, failure to understand implications of sharing information on a social networking service results in decreased privacy for users in relation to outside actors such as researchers.

When releasing de-identified Facebook account data as part of the T3 project, researchers placed limited concern on research ethics and students’ privacy. Utilizing data was not the problem; failing to recognize how collection methods affected privacy is the issue. While acquiring profile data, researchers could have broader access than originally intended by the profile owner. This happens if researchers have prior connections through memberships in their organization or having mutual connections to the profiles. If research combines educational and social networking data but disrespects...
privacy standards laid out by the student on platforms like Facebook (or if researchers fail to seek further consent from students about using their social network data), then this breaches the student’s overall privacy.

2.3 Big-data ethics

Data possesses properties distinguishing itself from other advanced forms of technology, not limited to: its regarding as an aspect of societal infrastructure; its interconnectedness; its dynamic nature for discovery beyond original purpose; its real-time analysis and decision-making possibilities; its usability regardless of where, when, and for what purpose it was collected; its reusability for unexpected purposes to reveal unexpected information (the core purpose of data mining); its intrusiveness due to storing data about individuals in multiple databases; its ownership issues, especially in education settings. Each individual datum is useless without context and associated metadata. By this construction, value added to data provides its potential for misuse. In EDM, positive outcomes for students come from discrete products or further insight on learning motivations and processes; this does not exclude potential misuse by researchers.

Although this paper will not discuss algorithmic fairness in detail, the concept applies in big data ethics. Many practices classify or regress individual experiences into common baselines based on socioeconomic status, race, ethnicity, or gender without explanatory data. Division into classification groups and averaging metrics stereotypes students. Unchecked stereotyping could rehash old prejudices that negatively affect research itself. The lack of care to blindly use basic classification groups can be extreme enough to break the principle of “doing good work.” Instead, research should favor groups created by methods like Topological Data Analysis and other Bayesian models that cluster outside of traditional demographic groupings.

2.4 Ethical uses of specific educational data

There are four kinds of data commonly used in EDM that have further ethical concerns for researchers: clickstream, student interaction, evaluative, and demographic data.

2.4.1 Clickstream data

At minimum, clickstream data provides information that some generic user initiated an interaction at a given time. Although relatively safe on its own, a classroom worth of students generating clicks can reveal the location of the classroom, especially if the classroom functions on a daily or weekly routine. Studies have already shown tracking IP addresses to reveal geolocation, which shows the potential for this to be done for clickstream data as well. Utilizing this aspect of clickstream data allowed Yacobson et al. to identify a gifted student classroom from a completely anonymized dataset of over 500 students after clustering time of clicks and correctness of answers. Once a class deviated from the schedule due to a field trip, researchers then identified the school and classroom in question.

2.4.2 Student interaction data

Student interaction data includes peer assessments, online discussion forums, and team-member evaluations—data with a clear writer-respondent relationship. These interactions directly reflect the respondent’s viewpoints, which may violate privacy if shared outside of the student-teacher relationship when they cast aspersions on the student. If negative comments are given about the writer, and that information somehow leaves the model or is revealed to an outside source, this could affect student’s relationships and future prospects. Similarly, sharing class forums regarding sensitive subjects like sexuality to wider audiences is not proper since this could potentially identify and harm a student.

2.4.3 Evaluative data

Evaluative data references include grades and other inputs to predictive analytics models. In educational settings, clear benefits to predictive models include quality assurance and improvement of instruction, tracking and predicting retention rates, and enabling the development of adaptive learning. These same models could influence later interactions between students and instructors, thus affecting the relationship and trust—a proven factor in the academic success of students. For example, if a predictive model flags a student for high potential of failure and dropout from a course, the instructor may focus interventions on that student. This could overcome other reasons for a student’s poorer performance, thus remedying symptoms rather than determining underlying causes for the struggles.

2.4.4 Demographic data

Many studies looked at how simple demographics can identify a non-negligible number of individuals. Student demographic data can be combined with other data to infer identities of students. In the T3 project, student Facebook data identified many individuals as being the only Harvard freshman student from a certain state or country. Identifying an exact student is possible when combining news announcements or other university materials. With the growing number of data breaches like the Edmodo case and the noted intrusiveness of big data due to an individual’s membership in many databases, this leads to a risk that often goes unnoticed for smaller research applications. For EDM researchers, having researchers redact some demographic information, when not integral to research, may assist students in controlling their information and privacy.

In summary, it is vital to see how ethics does not adhere to data itself; the researchers themselves and how the data are used carries significant ethical implications. Understanding the scope of data collection, storage, and usage ultimately impacts the ethics of research and benefits for learners.

3. LAWS AND LEGAL PRECEDENTS

Legal regimes vary substantially throughout the world; an exhaustive comparison is beyond the scope of this paper. Legal frameworks for educational data exist in other countries, but their impacts are less clear. We focus on the two largest EDM research communities: the United States and the European Union.

3.1 United States

In the United States, the most relevant legislation is the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). Enacted in 1974 after widespread concern about intrusive psychological testing of students, FERPA defined the circum-
stances which allow schools to release a student’s “education records” to outsiders (including EDM researchers). Personally identifiable information (PII) about a student must not be disclosed unless the student, or the parents if the student is under 18 years old, give their prior consent. The law applies to all schools that receive funds under a program administered by the US Department of Education. In practice, this includes virtually all colleges and universities, as well as public (but not private) elementary and secondary schools.

Under the law, PII includes students’ names, names of parents and family members, Social Security or student ID numbers, biometric records, and other indirect identifiers including date or place of birth and mother’s maiden name. It also includes “[o]ther information that, alone or in combination, is linked or linkable to a specific student that would allow a reasonable person in the school community, who does not have personal knowledge of the relevant circumstances, to identify the student with reasonable certainty.”

This raises two main issues: What is an education record, and what does the “other information” mentioned above include? For example, does clickstream data collected by an ITS count as an “education record”? The most relevant court case is Owasso v. Falvo (534 US 426 (2002)). This case arose in Oklahoma, when a teacher had students peer-grade each other’s papers. Papers were collected from students and passed out to other students. The teacher called out the correct answers, and each student would mark answers on the paper in front of them as correct or incorrect. The school district was sued by the a student’s mother who said that her son, who had not scored very well, had been embarrassed when a fellow student called out his score.

The case eventually reached the US Supreme Court, which ruled unanimously that peer grades did not constitute “educational records.” FERPA established a two-part test to determine what was an educational record: (i) The material must “directly relate to the student” and (ii) must be maintained by the institution or an individual acting on the institution’s behalf. The decision turned on the test’s second part. The court ruled grades were not “maintained by .. an individual acting on behalf of the institution,” at least until entered in the teacher’s gradebook. The court did not rule whether teachers’ gradebooks are an educational record.

The Owasso decision seems to imply that FERPA does not prevent the disclosure of student classwork and homework to outside researchers, except possibly if outsiders can use it to discover students’ grades for the assignment. In general, data from web-based participatory learning tools is not covered under FERPA [27]. Note that this is a legal judgment, not an ethical one, since disclosure of student information from such tools may allow re-identification by others.

However, one clause in FERPA implies this situation may not last. The clause on linkable information implies that what constitutes PII changes as technology changes [68]. As datasets become higher dimensional, the possibility of using an auxiliary dataset to re-identify people grows [42]. Thus, every researcher releasing a de-identified dataset should be familiar with the growing risks.

A distinction should also be made between datasets used for analytics and datasets used for intervention [30]. A researcher simply analyzing effects of some practice or tool on student learning has little need to track individual identities. If the dataset is used for intervention—to improve experiences of particular students—obviously the students’ identities must be preserved. In this case, FERPA may still apply, since neither the law nor Owasso v. Falvo clearly delineates what kind of research data constitutes an “educational record.” Fortunately, interventions are often in house; data of this nature would rarely be important to outside researchers. However, if interventions are with students in other institutions, it would be worth seeking legal guidance.

3.2 European Union

The European Union adopted the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in April 2016, which took effect in May 2018. GDPR applies to processing “personal data” tied to an identifiable person. For practical purposes, this seemingly is the same as FERPA [15] (except GDPR also applies outside educational contexts). According to GDPR [33],

[A]n identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person.

This is subject to the same uncertainties as FERPA. One place where the two laws differ is in the EU, the subject must consent to use of their personal data: the researcher must secure “a clear affirmative act establishing a freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous indication of the data subject’s agreement to the processing of personal data relating to him or her ... Silence, pre-ticked boxes or inactivity should not ... constitute consent [recital 32]” [29].

Another consideration is the GDPR’s signature provision: the “right to be forgotten.” If the subject of the data withdraws consent, the data must be erased. The data must also be erased when no longer needed for the purpose (e.g., research) that it was collected for [29].

4. IMPLICATIONS OF EDM RESEARCH

Having discussed privacy risks, ethical considerations, and legal risks for EDM researchers, we now examine current privacy concerns and work needed in the near future. Through correspondence with EDM 2019 researchers and reflection on our own research, we identify the following areas as requiring attention to the principles and risks established earlier.

4.1 Crawling learners’ data outside a platform

Though most EDM researchers use data generated within educational platforms/systems such as MOOCs/ITSs, sometimes it can be tempting to acquire data on learners beyond a specific tool and beyond the course duration. When researchers use the learners’ information to access their data on social web platforms after they have finished a MOOC,
for example, more research questions can be answered, such as “does displaying MOOC certificates have an impact on learners’ career paths?” Chen et al. traced the learners’ profile data overtime on Gravatar, StackExchange, GitHub, Twitter, and LinkedIn after the MOOCs to investigate the impact of MOOCs in the long-term [10]. Chen et al. used data from 18 MOOCs and reported they could reliably identify the highest of 42% of the learners in a MOOC on social web platforms. The MOOC data (from edX) they started with had the usernames, full names, email addresses. Therefore, it is not a surprise that a high percentage of learners can be identified. However, crawling data of learners on five social-media platforms several years after they have finished a MOOC does bring up privacy concerns.

Arguably, learners’ profile and posts are the data available to the public, but EDM researchers are able to join learners’ data from an educational platform with learners’ data on social web platforms, which may give researchers too much power in mining learners’ data after they have finished their learning. Considering the learners’ additional data can potentially be crawled, the sharing and reusing learners’ data should be backed with appropriate legal agreements. For example, Yacobson et al. suggested to “ban linking application data with external data sources” [67].

4.2 Community consensus on learners’ privacy

Researchers need data with high utility, but the effort to anonymize data hurts this. In other words, keeping datasets of high utility and high privacy level concurrently is hard. De-identification protects learners’ privacy, but too strict de-identification can negatively affect analysis [37].

Besides, there is always a risk that de-identified data can be re-identified, especially if de-identification is done in a shallow approach (e.g., by removing learners’ full names, emails). The reason is that learners’ personal “footprints” also reside in their artifacts and interaction patterns with the educational platform. Yacobson et al. presented an example where they re-identified the school that the learners were in based on de-identified clickstream logs [67]. Similarly, being teaching software engineering long enough, the paper’s fourth author would argue it is possible to tell learners’ demographic characteristics by reading their code.

The tension between usefulness and anonymity of the data is not likely to be solved by legislation. Hoel et al. analyzed three different privacy frameworks in selected countries [32] and presented clear differences on value focuses – e.g., the European framework focuses on individuals and the Asian privacy framework focuses on the organizations. Though we have observed that the legislation in one region can have an influence on future legislations in other countries [25], the time for those data protection legislations to “converge” (if possible) may take a long tune.

As a result, the best short-term result we can have could be a community consensus in the EDM and LA (Learning Analytics) research communities. In addition, when an anonymized dataset is posted/shared, we advocate that researchers limit the additional information provided about the student population to reduce the risk of re-identification. For example, a dataset generated by “graduate Algorithms II students in an R2 university on the east coast of the U.S.” is more likely to be re-identified than a dataset generated by “students in a graduate Algorithms course”.

4.3 A protocol for configuring privacy policies

A common definition for privacy is the POQ framework: “some person or persons P, some domain of information O, and some other person or persons Q, such that P has privacy regarding O with respect to Q” [54]. For example, Alice (P) took an online course with sponsorship from her employer (Q). Her course completion status (O) is accessible by her employer; in other words, P does not have privacy regarding O with respect to Q. This privacy policy may not be configurable by the learner based on the privacy policy of some online learning platform, for example, edX [16].

Though the POQ framework can serve as a basis for privacy policies, it leaves out some essential components [55]. The privacy protocol helps learners manage privacy in any learning environment. Hoel and Chen suggest the policy should achieve privacy by negotiating “with each student” [31]. Certain components should be added to the POQ framework to extend it for educational service providers.

First, the lifespan of privacy policies should be added. To follow the example above, when Alice leaves the current company, should the former employer still have access to Alice’s records on edX? Besides, the purpose of the planned usage of the data (e.g., to gain generalized knowledge of the student population, to predict individual student’s success in a course, etc.) should be part of the protocol. Educational data can be “justifiably collected and analyzed for one educational context, but not another” [55]. Moreover, privacy protocols should stipulate that learners can access data analysis results based on their data. It is common for researchers to use students’ data to predict student success (or failure) [56]. When there is a prediction, not all the students are willing to see this information, and some educators may not be ready to share this information with students.

5. CONCLUSION

Overall, it does not seem likely that legislation related to educational-data privacy in different countries will be harmonized in the near future. Many datasets from education settings have re-identification risk, even after personal information is removed. Therefore, the research community has to move forward and establish a certain level of consensus to discourage research projects that are of high ethical risk and relatively low research value. Seeking excessive personal data on learners from the social web could be one of them. EDM researchers and third-party tool providers should take responsibility to foster a trusting relationship between learner and teacher, and learner and institution.

Like any survey paper, this work is not specific enough to guide each and every research action, and it will not cover all legislation relevant to an EDM researcher. Within a couple of years, most of this information will be supplanted by new legislation, research paradigms, innovative technologies, and research by the exciting generation of upcoming EDM researchers. Being aware of and vigilant against all possible risks will protect the interests of the EDM research’s most important stakeholders: learners, students and teachers.
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